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Fun,	
  but	
  with	
  a	
  	
  
purpose
Sustainival is best known as the
(renewable) power behind carnival rides
(more than a million riders since 2012,
and counting) at events throughout
Alberta and North America. But in fact,
Sustainival is a diversified business that
works in all things sustainable.
Running a festival or carnival is a little
like creating a small, temporary city, with
all the same challenges of power and
water supply, or taking out the trash.
What better way to demonstrate the
potential of alternate energy solutions
than by creating 750 kilowatts of power
to run a Ferris wheel or a Gravitron with
the veggie oil left over from the French
fry truck?

Money on a mission.

Municipalities have taken notice, and
Sustainival is taking on partnerships with
small cities to transfer those energy
solutions to local circumstances. A
recent project centred on the use of
waste heat to grow vegetables and farm
fish through a process called
‘containerized aquaponics.’ And watch
for the latest Sustainival event, the team
ecochallenge “Green Beast” – coming to
a city near you.
SEF has supported Sustainival with an
operating loan.

Sometimes the way to change the world is to stop dreaming and just do it.
Social enterprise is a tool that puts the desire to do something good in the community right in
the middle of business. The Social Enterprise Fund provides patient capital at reasonable rates
to help put these dreams to work.
We’ve got money on a mission.

Centre for Race and
Culture
The Centre for Race and Culture
offers a range of training,
research and consulting services
to further its mission of creating a
more inclusive society. After
years of working with public
sector institutions and
corporations -- they count
municipalities, police forces and
major corporations amongst their
many satisfied customers -- and in
response to growing demand for
the centre’s expertise in
addressing complex issues, the
organization has taken steps to
expand its fee-for-service arm in
an entrepreneurial way.
CRC Consulting focuses on
expanding its reach to those
organizations and companies
seeking solutions around issues of
workplace diversity.

Art that moves goes professional with the help of SEF
Citie Ballet has been entertaining Edmonton audiences for many years, but
recently took an important new step – they became a professional company.
With that move came new opportunities and challenges which they have been
able to meet with the help of financing from the Social Enterprise Fund.
Edmonton’s only resident professional company, Citie Ballet mounts a
vibrant program of neoclassical ballet, modern and contemporary dance. Not
only do they explore the classical repertoire, they commission original work,
including collaborations with other arts disciplines.
The company’s 2013-2014 season includes everything from an original
ballet inspired by ancient cave paintings in France, to the opera Carmen and
the choral work Carmina Burana.

A new tool to address social issues
Lougheed House is a National
Historic Site located in Calgary, and
owned by the Province of Alberta.
The house was built in 1891 as the
home of Sir James Lougheed, a
Canadian Senator and grandfather of
Alberta’s former premier, Peter
Lougheed. The house is operated by
the Lougheed House Conservation
Society, to which SEF provided shortterm bridge financing.

Finance for Good is the first, built-for-purpose social impact bond intermediary in
Canada.
Social impact bonds are a new financial mechanism aiming to increase capacity of
social programs in local communities. Governments, service organizations and private
investors work together to expand the programs that address root causes of social
problems through use of these bonds. Finance for Good works with all the stakeholders
to build the tools and processes necessary to successfully create and launch social
impact bonds.
SEF assisted Finance for Good with a business expansion loan.

McLuhan House now houses a
collection of McLuhan family
memorability along with nonprofit organizations.

Bringing espresso and
music to a south-side
industrial neighbourhood
Expressionz Café is an eclectic
venue that’s home to a whole
range of activities, communities
and fun. A multi-use facility, it can
accommodate everything from
folk concerts to tango classes to
Al-Anon meetings.

Arts Habitat’s new home in
Edmonton’s Highlands
Arts Habitat of Edmonton, with the
assistance of the City of Edmonton and the
Edmonton Arts Council, purchased the
childhood home of Marshall McLuhan.
McLuhan, a leading 20th century thinker best
known for his communications theory
including “the medium is the message”, was
significantly influenced by his early years in
Edmonton.
The purchase took advantage of the
opportunity to honour McLuhan’s legacy in
Edmonton by repurposing the property from a
private residence into a contemplative centre
for arts and ideas. Arts Habitat has located
its offices in the home, and space will become

available to artists, non-profit arts
professionals and cultural industry
professionals involved in the literary arts and
creative thought.
SEF provided the mortgage for the
purchase.

“Art at its most significant is a distant warning
system that can always be relied on to tell the
old culture what is beginning to happen.”
- Marshall McLuhan

In addition to large meeting
rooms, a performance space and
several small offices for long-term
tenants, Expressionz offers a café
and catering service that is
gaining a well-deserved reputation
for imaginative, international
food. In its first two years of
operation, Expressionz has hosted
more than 200 events and has
become home to groups as
diverse as the Multicultural Family
Resource Society, the Uptown Folk
Club, the ELOPE Musical Theatre
Society and the Greater Edmonton
Alliance. The organization also
presents speakers series, open
mike variety evenings and a
concert series.
SEF provided tenant improvement
and operating capital to
Expressionz.

Live Local helps citizens,
entrepreneurs and communities
work together to create healthy,
vibrant communities. The
organization works with local
businesses to reach potential
customers, as well as creating
programs that help people
understand the benefits of ‘living
local’.
Live Local believes that a local
economy increases quality of life
for our citizens, creates
opportunity, reduces poverty,
increases the size of the middle
class, and ensures long term
prosperity for our region. Building
a community that is vibrant,
prosperous, resilient and
sustainable can be created just by
spending our money differently.

The Edmonton Musical Theatre has
over thirty five years of
experience in putting passion on
the stage. Whether you’re young,
or only young-at-heart, the society
provides training and real
performance experience on the
stage. Their students have taken
their passion for musical theatre to
stages around the world, as well
as becoming appreciative
audiences who know what it’s like
to tread the boards.
SEF provided bridge financing
that helped the organization
move to its new home in
Edmonton’s Woodcroft
Community Hall, as well as
operating capital.

Evergreen Theatre and the fine art of science
For more than twenty years, Evergreen Theatre has pursued a simple
idea: if children are entertained, they learn more.
This touring company focuses on science-based, educational theatre,
primarily for young audiences.
All creative decisions – be it script, costumes, character development –
start with scientific facts. Evergreen strives to produce interactive shows
and residencies that address current and scientific issues, and to encourage
an understanding that individual action can change the world. As one
grade five teacher put it, “kids walk away with a message that sticks
because they get involved with it, and it’s entertaining.”
Evergreen not only works to foster environmental awareness, but
through theatre, to “educate children, adults and families about the
countless small actions that, when added together, can drastically alter the
fate of our planet.”
Keep an eye open for Evergreen’s newest project -- a very special
haunted house created in partnership with Calgary’s Farmers’ Market this
fall!
SEF supported Evergreen Theatre by providing bridge financing.

Startup Edmonton’s shared
office space in the hundred
year old Mercer Building.

A great place to
start, started with
SEF
Startup Edmonton describes itself as
“a campus, co-workspace and
accelerator that kickstarts and activates
local startups.
“Our role in the local startup
ecosystem lies at the earliest stages, as
ideas evolve into action, where startups
form and gain initial traction. Our vision
is to make Edmonton a hotbed for
creativity and entrepreneurship. Our
mission is to create collisions between
developers, designers, creators, makers
and entrepreneurs to activate a new
generation of startups.”

In year one Startup created huge
buzz in the city and around the world.
There are more than fifty resident
members at work in their space in the
historic Mercer Building, and over 2,200
people have attended their events,
hackathons, and launch parties. The
enterprises launched through the space
and
its programs have already attracted
thousands of customers and partners
including Mozilla and Microsoft. Not
bad for a social enterprise located in a
one hundred year old warehouse in
downtown Edmonton.
SEF supported the start of Startup
through a loan to cover tenant
improvement costs as well as operating
capital.

C Returns makes green building
renovations easy. No longer does an
owner have to become an energy
efficiency expert in order to renovate
to save money on energy costs down
the road. C Returns provides
everything from a certified audit of the
building, to the right contractors and
equipment, to applications for any
rebates that might be available from
governments or local utilities.

A new home in an old package for CKUA
Over 75 years ago in a small room
on the University of Alberta, an
upstart radio station took to the
airways. Since then, CKUA has
evolved into a mature-listenersupported public broadcaster hugely
responsible for giving many
musicians -- including Tommy Banks,
P.J. Perry, Jann Arden, Joni Mitchell,
kd lang -- their earliest airplay.
CKUA has purchased and
moved its operations into a building
as unique as its playlist. Designed
by Edmonton architect Gene Dub,
the new building is wrapped by the
reconstructed exterior of the historic
Alberta Hotel.

Not only does the building
provide a great workspace for the
station’s employees and 450
volunteers, it houses an
environmentally secure archive for
CKUA’s historically priceless
105,000 item library. The space
also provides opportunities for
public performance, as well as
rental capacity

SEF provided a loan for tenant
improvements such as studio, office
and other facility construction.

Partnerships make
impact investing
possible
The Social Enterprise Fund
came about because of a
unique collaboration between
the City of Edmonton and
Edmonton Community
Foundation. Innovators in both
organizations saw the need in
Edmonton, and with additional
help from the United Way, the
Alberta Real Estate Foundation
and several private individuals,
created an initiative that now
serves social enterprises and
social entrepreneurs across
Alberta.
To date, the fund has invested
over $8
million in
more than
twenty
projects.
More than
$2.5 million has already been
repaid, and is ready to do
more good in the community as
new loans.
Shall we talk?
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